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The proposed theoretical perspective emphasizes
using rigorously designed naturalistic and planned
experiments for studying development in the actu-
al environments, both immediate and more re-
mote, in which people live. The evolving recipro-
cal relation between person and environment
through life is conceptualized and operational-
ized in systems terms. [The Social Sciences Citation
!ndexa (SSCIw) indicates that this paper has been
cited in over 175 publications since 1977.]
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“The ideas presented in this article have
their origins in both manifest and latent con-
tent. in the former sphere. i am most in-
debted to my first teacher in psychology,
Frank S. Freeman (who taught, as I do now,
at Cornell University). Freeman’s course and
text, Individual Differences,’ presented an
interactionist view that was decades ahead
of its time, and perhaps still of ours.

“It was also Freeman who enrolled me in
a one-student course in which he assigned
several works then quite alien to the psy-
chology curriculum, including the three
chapters by Lewin, Piaget, and Freud pub-
lished in the first A Handbook of Child Psy-
chology.
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In the fourth edition of this same

handbook, Ann Crouter and l~show that the
complex multilevel conceptions of organ-
ism-environment interaction I set forth in
the original article, and the volume that fol-
lowed,
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stem from the revolutionary ideas

of these paradigm makers, and the subse-
quent transformations of their ideas in em-
pirical work. The designation of my 1977 ar-
ticle as a Citation Classic pays honor to
these paradigm makers and their equally
creative interpreters. For what I did was to
synthesize the emerging paradigms, both ex-
plicit and implicit, into a larger whole—a
system of systems within systems, like a set
of nested Russian dolls.

“In my work I have tried to show that re-
search based on such more differentiated

conceptions reveals the hitherto unrecog-
nized power of environments to shape the
course of human growth and—paradoxical-
ly—the power of human beings to adapt to,
modify, and create the very environments
that shape their development.

“This orientation also has roots in person-
al experiences: emigrating from Russia as a
child, I entered school not knowing a word
of English. My classmates—mostly Irish,
Italians, and blacks from poor families liv-
ing in a neighborhood integrated by pover-
ty—initiated me into the world of American
childhood, quite different from that of my
family. The effort to integrate these ‘two
worlds of childhood’
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is not difficult to

detect in my research, teaching, and theory
building. The effort was given new direction
when a year later we moved to rural upstate
New York to live on the grounds of a state
institution for the then called ‘feeblemind-
ed,’ where my father was a neuropatholo-
gist. A superb diagnostician, he also had a
PhD in zoology, and was a field naturalist at
heart. The institution and its setting offered
a rich biological and social terrain for his
observant eye.

“It was in this third world of my child-
hood that my father took me on innumer-
able walks, through the wards, shops, and
farmland—where he preferred to see and
talk with his patients—and then beyond the
barbed wire fence into the woods and hills
that began at our doorstep. Wherever we
went, hewould point to the functional inter-
dependence between living organisms and
their surroundings.

“These early experiences may provide a
key to an understanding of the nature and
origin of the research paradigms developed
and described in my recent work. These ex-
periences may also explain why the para-
digms are now being cited and applied in
contemporary research. As investigators
move beyond the laboratory and the testing
room into the sequence of varied multiple
settings that actually shape our lives, we
need theoretical frameworks that permit the
systematic analysis of these settings and
their interrelations. It is gratifying to know
that my effort to provide such a framework
is proving useful to my colleagues.”
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